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My observations, which will be brief, fall under two

heads : first, general principles, secondly, particular subjects,

I owe it to the "ommittee, I think, to explain to them

why I feel it necessary to lay before them, under the heading

General Principles, one or two remarks of which it may be said

when I sit down that I was stating the obvious. I hope that this

will be the general opinion of the "omnittee and that, if it is

not the case, I shall be told so, To rome now to the first

platitude, Our programme should be designed so as to further

the purpose of the "onference and, as I understand the matter,

the purpose of the "onferenee - that is to say, the study con-

ference - is the exchange of scientifir inforuation by means

of disrussion,

The published reports are very interesting, very val»

uable, but, if that was all, they could be sent through the

post. The "onferenre exists in order that surh reports shall

furnish the basis for a discussion,

Now what is the purpose of that discussion?
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In our partieular vase, I conceive it to have the pur-

pose of assisting the various institutions more efficiently to

narry out their tasks of scientifically studying International

Relations.

There are, of rourse, inridental ronsequenres of the

"onferen = es ‚ Such as the personal rontarts we make, consequenres

of very great importance; but we are not ronrerned with these

to-day. I raise this point of the purpose of the Fonference, and

the purpose of the discussion, for the following reasons,

The purposes I have mentioned are somewhat unusual pur-

poses. llany, perhaps most, ronferences assemble for the purpose

of framing a poliey, That is not our Job, In our eagerness То

push forward, it is not always easy to avoid straying over the

shadowy borderline whirh exists between a discussion directed

towards producing an agreed policy and one whirh has the function

of srientifiraliy arranging and analyzing the facts so that

other people may be in a better position to frame poliries.

In these early days of our nonference, it is, in my

judgment, most important that we keep very clearly before us

the distinctive and speéial character of this Conference as a

machine for the produrti on of a first class discussion, No more,

no less.

Surh an objert is not unambitious and, as experienre has

shown elsewhere, such discussions may lead indirertly to results

of first nalass prartinal importanre,

The exchange of information in such a discussion, the

clash of views, may, and probably will, produre a rertain ron-

sensus of opinion whieh leads as certainly >» perhaps more cer-

tainly - to artion as wouid a formal resolution adopted with

mental reservations as to its prerise interpretation,

It is berause I hope great things of this Conference in

the future that I am mest anxious that, in these fori tive years
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of its growth, we should use our programme to keep the Fonfer-

ense to ita proper function, If, then, the purpose of our "one

ference is to have a good discussion, it must be the object of

the programme to create that disrussion,

What are the qualifications of a programme with such an

objent?

Tt uust be alive and real and related to the events of

02the day. I suggest that economie matters are the burning ques-

tions of the day, but I suggest that our programme should

approaeh international eronomir problems with a full realiza-

tion of the politiral questions involved,

Te must be on our guard, I think, against having a pro-

gramme whirh would produre a disrussior on pure eronomic thecry,

That might be a good disrussion at the London Sehool of Zrono-

mies; it would not be so good at this Fonference because it

would exelude from debate many of the very varied and important

interests represented at the Fonference.

Another principle to which our programme should conform

is that of ronrentration. In all international and most other

ronferences, diffusion is to some extent inevitable, We ran

guard against it by recognizing the danger and by defining our

programme as clearly as possible,

Documentation for a disrussion is essent and a good

safeguard against diffusion is provided if the excellent sug-

gestion of Dr, Dalton be adopted, that, so far as possible,

some system be introdured into the form of the doruments, The

best methods by whirh this can be ensured will no doubt be

mentioned by other speakers. It is largely a matter of adminis-

tration, of rontinual supervision, but I hope this Fommittee

will make recommendations on the subjert,

Lastly, there 1s another general faetor to whirh, 1

think, the "ommittee must pay some attention. This is the
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question as to what is possible compared with what is desirable,

Each of us has his special difficulties on the Home front,

Pifficulties of finance, difficulties of personnel, of finding

and persuading people competent to do the preparatory work to un-

dertake the task. In the British case, the intervention of the

State, that is to say, of the British Co-ordinating Committee, in

the activities of the group which must work for the Committee,is

by no means in an advanced condition. Some attention - not too

much - has to be paid to what the group thinks it would like todo,

aWe all have the common difficulty of shortness of time,

Let us therefore ensure that the programme shall be of such di-

mensions and nature that what has to be done can be done

thoroughly well.

Now as to particular subjects :

My suggestion is that the programme for 1933 be directed

towards concentrating discussion on Part III of the outline of

study adopted by the Executive Committee, that is to say :

Effects of the measures considered under I (Facts ؛

Historical and Descriptive) :

on (1) International Economic Relations,

on (2) International Political Relations.

If adopted, this proposal would mean that national

institutions would in the course of the next year have to col-

lect facts concerning :

Measures affecting international finance;

Measures affecting international migration;

State intervention in private economic enterprise in

regard to international economic life,

and then endeavour to estimate the effects of these measures,

It is a formidable task, and it is perfectly clear that no body

of people in any imaginable time could collect all the facts

under Part I of the outline of study,





The facts accumulate quicker than one could dictate

them to a stenographer even if they were broadcast daily, and

that is not the case in, say, "Control of International Borrow-

ings", "etc." (as the study outline cautiously adds).

It is because my Committee feels that we must nct be-

come lost in a fact-finding hunt of immense dimensions that

they feel that it is Effects we should go for as soon as we

feel that a sufficient basis of fact is available.

They feel that with the collaboration by interchange

of information with other centres, by the use of questionaires,

by our own resources, we ean collect a sufficient volume of

fact by, say, November or December of 1932, to justify us in

attempting to present our opinions as to the Effects to the

other Co-ordinating Committees and Institutions by, say,

March 1933.

A last word which relates what I have just been saying

to my statement of principles,

If we had a first class, well defined discussion in

1933, on Effects, might not the conclusions of such a discus-
>
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be the business of the Conference to embody that conclusion

in a formal resolution?
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ly observations, which will be brief, fall under two

heads : first, general principles, secondly, particular subjerts,

I owe it to the "ommittee, I think, to explain to them

+why I feel it necessary to lay before them, under the heading

General Principies, one or two remarks of whieh it may be said

when I sit down that I was stating the obvious. I hope that this

#will be the general opinion of the Fommittee and that, if it is

not the case, I shall be told so, To come now to the first3

platitude. Our programme should be designed so as to further

the purpose of the "onferenece and, as I understand the matter,

the purpose of the "onferenee - that is to say, the study con-

ference - is the exchange of scientifir information by means

of disrussion,

The published reports are very interesting, very val-

uable, but, if that was all, they could be sent through the

post, The "onferenre exists in order that such reports shall

furnish the basis for a discussion,

Now what is the purpose of that discussion?





In our partienlar case, I nonceive i“ to nave the pur-

pose of assisting the various institutions more efficiently to

rarry out their tasks of seientifically studying International

Relations.

There are, of rourse, inridental ronsequennes of the

nonferences, such as the personal rontants we make, consequennes

of very great importance; but we are not concerned with these

to-day. I raise this point of the purpose of the "onference, and

the purpose of the discussion, for the following reasons,

The purposes I have mentioned are somewhat unusual pur-

poses, Many, perhaps most, ronferencoes assemble for the purpose
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of franins a poliey, That is not our job, In our cagerness to
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push forward, it is not always easy to avoid strayin

shadowy borderline whirh exists between a discussion directed

towards produeing an agreed policy and one whieh has the function

of seientifiecally arranging and analyzing the farts so that

other people may be in a better position to frame poliries.

In these cerly days of our "onference, it is, in Шу

Judgment, most important that we keep very rlearly before us

the distinetive and special character of this Conference as a

machine for the produrtion of a first class discussion, No more,

no less,

Sueh an objert is not unsmbitious and, as experience has

shown elsewhere, such discussions may lead indirertly to results

of first rlass prartiecal importance,

The exchange of information in surh a discussion, the

clash of views, may, and probably will, produre a certain ron-

02 ensus of opinion which leads as certainly - perhaps more cer-

tainly - to artion as would a formal resolution adopted with

mental reservations as to its prerise interpretation,

It is berause I hope great things of this Tonference in

the future that I am mes t anxious that, in these forum tive years





of its growth, we should use our programme to keep the nonfer-

ence to its proper function, If, then, the purpose of our "on-

ference is to have a good disrussion, it must be the objert of

the programme to create that disrussi on.

What are the qualifications of a programe with such an

objent?

It wust be alive and real and related to the events of

the day. I suggest that eronomir matters are the burning ques-

tions of the day, but I suggest that our programme should

approaeh international eronomir problems with a full realiza-

tion of the politiral questions involved,

Ye must be on our guard, I think, against having a pro-

graume whirh would produre a discussion on pure economic theory,
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That might be a good discussion at the London School of Lrono-

mies:
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it would not be so good at this "onference berause it

would exclude from debate many of the very varied and important

interests represented at the "onference,

Another principle to which our programme should conform

is that of concentration. In all international and most other

ronferences, diffusion is to some extent inevitable, We ran

guard against it by rerognizing the danger and by defining our

programme as clearly as possible.

Documentation for a disrussion is essential and a good

safeguard against diffusion is provided if the exrellent sug-

gestion of Dr, Dalton be adopted, that, so far as possible,

some system be introduced into the form of the doruments, The

best methods bv whieh this can be ensured will no doubt be

mentioned by other speakers. It is largely a matter of adminis-

tration, of rontinual supervision, but I hope this "ommittee

will make recommendations on the subject.

Lastly, there is another general factor to whirh, I

think, the "ommittee must pay some attention, This is the
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question as to what is possible compared with what is desirable,

Fach of us has his special difficulties on the Home front.

Difficulties of finance, difficulties of personnel, of finding

and persuading people competent to do the preparatory work to un-

dertake the task. In the British case, the intervention of the

State, that is to say, of the British Co-ordinating Committee,in

the activities of the group which must work for the Committee,is

by no means in an advanced condition. Some attention - not too

much - has to be paid to what the group thinks it would like todo.

We all have the common difficulty of shortness of time.

Let us therefore ensure that the programme shall be of such di-

mensions and nature that what has to be done can be done

thoroughly well.

Now as to particular subjects :

My suggestion is that the programme for 1933 be directed

towards concentrating discussion on Part III of the outline of

study adopted by the Executive Committee, that is to say :

Effects of the measures considered under I (Facts :

Historical and Descriptive) :

on (1) International Economie Relations,

on (2) International Political Relations.

If adopted, this proposal would mean that national

institutions would in the course of the next year have to col-

lect facts concerning :

Measures affecting international finance;

Measures affecting international migration;

State intervention in private economic enterprise in

regard to international economic life,

and then endeavour to estimate the effects of these measures.

It 1s a formidable task, and it is perfectly clear that no body

of people in any imaginable time could collect all the facts

under Part I of the outline of study,
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The facts accumulate quicker than one could dictate

them to a stenographer even if they were broadcast daily, and

that is not the case in, say, "Control of International Borrow-

ings", "ete." (as the study outline cautiously adds).

It is because my Committee feels that we must nct be-

come lost in a fact-finding hunt of immense dimensions that

they feel that it is Effects we should go for as soon as we

feel that a sufficient basis of fact is available.

They feel that with the collaboration by interchange

of information with other centres, by the use of questionairss,

by our own resources, we ean collect a sufficient volume ofГ

fact by, say, November or December of 1932, to justify us in

attempting to present our opinions as to the Effects to the

other Co-ordinating Committees and Institutions by, say,

March 1933.

A last word which relates what I have just been saying

to my statement of principles,

If we had a first class, well defined discussion in

1933, on Effects, might not the conclusions of such e discus-

sion, and indeed of the studies, point clearly to the need of

some international action to mitigate these effects, and point

not the less clearly because, as I said before, it weuld not

be the business of the Conference to embody that conclusion

in a formal resolution?




